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Flower symmetry is of special interest in understanding angio-
sperm evolution and ecology. Evidence from the Antirrhineae
(snapdragon and relatives) indicates that several TCP gene-family
transcription factors, especially CYCLOIDEA (CYC) and DICHO-
TOMA (DICH), play a role in specifying dorsal identity in the corolla
and androecium of monosymmetric (bilateral) flowers. Studies of
rosid and asterid angiosperms suggest that orthologous TCP genes
may be important in dorsal identity, but there has been no broad
phylogenetic context to determine copy number or orthology.
Here, we compare published data from rosids and asterids with
newly collected data from ranunculids, caryophyllids, Saxifragales,
and Asterales to ascertain the phylogenetic placement of major
duplications in the ‘‘ECE’’ (CYC�TB1) clade of TCP transcription
factors. Bayesian analyses indicate that there are three major
copies of ‘‘CYC’’ in the ECE clade, and that duplications leading to
these copies predate the core eudicots. CYC1 contains no subse-
quent duplications and may not be expressed in floral tissue. CYC3
exhibits similar patterns of duplication to CYC2 in several groups.
Using RT-PCR, we show that, in flowers of Lonicera morrowii
(Caprifoliaceae), DipsCYC2B is expressed in the four dorsal petals
and not in the ventral petal. DipsCYC3B is expressed in flower and
petal primordia, possibly most strongly in the ventral petal.
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Small changes in the molecular mechanisms of floral devel-
opment can give rise to a vast array of different morphologies

that potentially affect reproductive strategies and plant evolu-
tion. Increasing knowledge of candidate genes is facilitating
research in this area. Studies of MADS-box genes, for instance,
have led to a well supported model for specification of floral
organ identity (1–3). The symmetry of floral organs, however, is
less well understood. Shifts in the symmetry of flowers between
polysymmetry (actinomorphy, radial symmetry) and monosym-
metry (zygomorphy, bilateral symmetry) have been common
within angiosperms (4–6), with much study focused on the
sympetalous asterids (7–12). Such morphological shifts are of
special interest in relation to pollination (e.g., see ref. 13) and
perhaps to rates of speciation (14).

Understanding of the evolution of floral symmetry has been
greatly advanced by the study of three transcription factors from
two gene families: the TCP family [including CYCLOIDEA (CYC)
(15)] and the MYB family [including DIVARICATA (16, 17) and
RADIALIS (18, 19)]. CYC, the most thoroughly studied to date,
has been shown to be involved in specifying dorsal, or adaxial,
flower identity (15, 17, 20). Work thus far has shown that both CYC
(in Antirrhinum majus) and its putative ortholog, TCP1 (in Arabi-
dopsis thaliana), are expressed dorsally (15, 20, 21).

CYC has been well characterized in A. majus (snapdragon). It
is a member of the TCP gene family, coined from the conserved
basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) TCP domain found in TEOS-
INTE BRANCHED1 (TB1) in Zea mays, CYC in A. majus, and
the proliferating cell factor (PCF) DNA-binding proteins
of Oryza sativa. Two closely related copies, CYC and DICH
(DICHOTOMA), occur within the Antirrhineae (22), which
includes snapdragon. In A. majus and Mohavea [both nested
within Antirrhinum (23)], CYC and DICH have overlapping

expression patterns in floral meristems (15, 20, 24), and, at least
in Antirrhinum, a fully radial and ventralized flower (a peloric
form) is produced only in CYC�DICH double mutants (15, 17).
Although there is partial redundancy in function, they do differ
slightly in the timing of expression (20). Additionally, CYC and
DICH both inhibit stamen growth in A. majus, with expression
in stamen primordia resulting in abortion (15, 20).

The TCP gene family is diverse, with a complement of 24
copies found in Arabidopsis (refs. 8 and 25, as well as Fig. 1A).
This family includes the PCF genes, first described in rice, which
control cell growth. The PCF subfamily are easily distinguished
from members of the other subfamily, CYC�TB1, by differences
in the length and sequence of the TCP domain (26). A subset of
the CYC�TB1 subfamily has an additional conserved arginine
rich ‘‘R domain’’ (26). However, it seems that the R domain
originated independently in two separate clades (8). One of these
clades, which we call the ‘‘ECE’’ clade (Fig. 1), includes both TB1
and CYC�DICH (as well as TCP1, -12, and -18 from Arabidopsis)
and is the clade we focus on in this study. ECE refers to a
conserved short motif (glutamic acid–cysteine–glutamic acid)
between the TCP and R domains that we have found in most
members of this clade (27). The remaining members of the TCP
gene family are either suspected to function outside of the flower
or do not function in dorsal�ventral patterning (8, 26). Within
the ECE clade, only CYC�DICH and their apparent orthologs in
other species have been assayed for expression, leaving open the
possibility that there are other closely related genes that could
be important in dorsal�ventral patterning. Little is known about
the occurrence or the phylogenetic location of major duplica-
tions in the ECE clade of TCP genes, and therefore orthology is
difficult to assess, especially in non-model organisms.

Duplications in CYC-like genes and their apparent orthologs
have been common in core eudicots (7, 22, 28–33). Additionally,
our recent work on the angiosperm clade Dipsacales (27)
demonstrated that three major copies of CYC-like genes (Dips-
CYC1, -2, and -3) were present in the ancestor of that group, and
that several additional duplication events then occurred within
this clade (Fig. 1B). These duplications fell within the ECE clade;
however, it could not be determined from studying Dipsacales
alone whether they greatly predated the origin of this clade or
perhaps took place in the lineage immediately subtending the
Dipsacales (Fig. 1B). The aim of the present study was to locate
the phylogenetic position of these duplication events by using
available data and additional sequences we generated from
across the eudicots. The resulting ECE gene tree would also
provide a framework within which to conduct targeted studies of
CYC and related genes and thereby obtain a better understand-
ing of the role of these genes in the evolution of flower symmetry.
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Results
Phylogenetic Analyses. The aligned matrix of the TCP, ECE, and
R regions included 225 nucleotides (TCP, 150 nt; ECE, 45 nt; R,
30 nt). The dataset is deposited in TreeBASE (www.treebase.
org). By using the sole copy obtained from Aquilegia as an
outgroup, three major branches within the ECE clade were
supported by Bayesian posterior probabilities of CYC1 (99),
CYC2 (90), and CYC3 (98) (Fig. 2). These clades corresponded
to the three clades of Dipsacales sequences (Fig. 1B). Addition-
ally, sequences from all three lineages are also published from
Antirrhinum, Arabidopsis, and Solanum. Only two of the copies
have been published so far in the other sampled core eudicots.

Additional data that we have generated from outside the
core eudicots indicate that the duplications leading to the
CYC1, CYC2, and CYC3 clades happened within the eudicot
lineage. We found only a single ECE gene copy in monocots
(Zea, Pontederia, and Smilax), magnoliids (Calycanthus and
Idiospermum), and ranunculids (Aquilegia). Additionally,
searches of the Oryza database at http:��riceblast.dna.af-
frc.go.jp�using TBLASTN yielded 13 genes in the CYC�TB1
subfamily, of which only OsTB1 falls within the ECE clade. The
two most similar copies in the TCP domain to the ECE clade
lack both the R domain and the ECE region (AP003908 and
AP005093). Bayesian analyses using only the TCP region of
members of the ECE clade (other sequence data were un-
alignable because of broad and dispersed taxon sampling)

show that the single gene copies in monocots, magnoliids, and
Aquilegia form a grade that subtends the three core eudicot
ECE clades: CYC1, CYC2, and CYC3, with CYC1 sister to a
clade containing CYC2 and CYC3 (data not shown), although
support is weak because of minimal sequence data. Nonethe-
less, these data support the hypothesis that the duplications
leading to these three gene lineages occur after the divergence
of ranunculids from the rest of the eudicots (Fig. 2). The
analyses we show in this article use data only from eudicots,
rooting with the single copy of the ranunculid Aquilegia.

Our data show that CYC1 is sister to the clade containing
CYC2 and CYC3. Also, CYC1 is the most different in sequence
from the other two copies, with roughly 8% more sequence
divergence in the TCP domain (comparing either CYC2 or
CYC3 with CYC1 vs. comparing CYC2 and CYC3). It is the only
clade that does not seem to contain additional duplications in
any of the lineages. However, because this clade has the greatest
sequence divergence, amplification and sampling were also
poorest, and designing specific clade primers was difficult.

CYC2 contains all published DipsCYC2 sequences and se-
quences from other asterids (including CYC and DICH from
Antirrhinum), rosids (including TCP1 from Arabidopsis), caryo-
phyllids, and Saxifragales. CYC2 has the greatest number of
within-clade duplications, with multiple independently derived
copies in all major groups except Arabidopsis, Plantago, Solanum,
and Adoxaceae (each with polysymmetric f lowers).

CYC3 contains all published DipsCYC3 sequences and se-
quences from other asterids, rosids (including TCP12 from
Arabidopsis), and caryophyllids. Sampling is poorer in this group
than in the heavily studied CYC2 clade; nevertheless, several
similar duplication patterns emerged. Specifically, our CYC3
data from Dipsacales and Scaevola show the same duplication
patterns as those found in CYC2. Antirrhinum, however, con-
tains only one published sequence in this clade.

Gene Expression. RNA extracted from whole buds indicates that
DipsCYC copies from CYC2 and CYC3 are expressed in flower
tissue in Lonicera morrowii (Fig. 3), whereas DipsCYC1 (CYC1
clade) is not expressed at this stage of floral development.
Therefore, CYC2 (including DipsCYC2B) and CYC3 (including
DipsCYC3B) copies are found late in growth, persisting well
beyond the initial patterning of the floral meristem. DipsCYC2B
is expressed in dorsal petals and not in the ventral petal (Fig. 3).
DipsCYC3B, alternatively, seems to be expressed in the ventral
and the dorsal petals, although it seems to be more strongly
expressed in the ventral petal (Fig. 3).

Discussion
The ECE Clade. We have analyzed relationships among known
eudicot sequences belonging to the CYC�TB1 clade (Fig. 1 A).
Analysis of our expanded dataset demonstrates that, in contrast
to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 A, all of the core eudicot
sequences form a clade, which is composed of TCP1, -12, and -18
from Arabidopsis (8) and their orthologs in other organisms.
Because many of these sequences include the amino acid region
glutamic acid–cysteine–glutamic acid, we refer to this as the
ECE clade (see ref. 27). Within the ECE gene tree, there are
three major subclades within core eudicots, which we call CYC1,
CYC2, and CYC3. CYC2 has been sampled most thoroughly
because it contains CYCLOIDEA and its orthologs (Fig. 2).

By comparison to the ‘‘known’’ angiosperm phylogeny (34),
the three major ECE clades seem to have arisen in a series of
duplication events. Each clade contains asterids and rosids, and
several of the better sampled taxa (Antirrhinum, Arabidopsis,
Solanum, and most Dipsacales) have gene copies belonging to all
three ECE clades. Several lines of evidence indicate that the first
duplication led to CYC1 and the ancestor of CYC2 and CYC3.
Additional data (data not shown) indicate that there is only a

Fig. 1. Published phylogenetic relationships of Arabidopsis and Dipsacales
TCP genes. (A) Phylogeny of Arabidopsis TCP genes, modified from ref. 8,
showing the major split between the CYC�TB1 subfamily and the PCF sub-
family. *, Taxa with R domain. The ECE clade is enclosed in a dashed line. (B)
Relationships of Dipsacales sequences modified from ref. 27. The major du-
plications are shown by using lines within a tube, representing the known
species tree. Locating the phylogenetic position of the duplications leading to
the three major copies (dashed lines) is the aim of this study.
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single ECE gene in monocots, magnoliids, and Aquilegia. Our
rooting with Aquilegia places the first split between CYC1 and
CYC2 plus CYC3. Also, members of the CYC1 clade differ the
most from the other two copies in sequence divergence, and,
unlike CYC2 and CYC3, no duplications have been found within
CYC1, here or in previous studies (27, 30, 31, 35).

CYC2 contains CYCLOIDEA and DICHOTOMA from An-
tirrhinum and has been the target of the most directed study.
Expression data in Antirrhinum and Arabidopsis (TCP1) show
that these genes are expressed only dorsally (15, 20, 21). We
show here that this pattern is also found in Lonicera, with
DipsCYC2B (CYC2 clade) expressed dorsally. Additionally,
double mutants in Antirrhinum of CYC and DICH yield a
peloric, ventralized f lower (15, 17). Even though Arabidopsis

f lowers seem at maturity to be polysymmetric, TCP1 is ex-
pressed only very early in f loral buds (21), and the f lowers are
initially monosymmetric (36).

The CYC2 clade contains the greatest number of additional
duplications (7, 22, 28–33). Within the rosid and asterid lineages,
the monosymmetric groups have at least two copies of CYC2
genes, whereas the polysymmetric groups (Arabidopsis, Plantago,
Sambucus�Viburnum, and Solanum) contain only one (Fig. 2). In
addition to rosids and asterids, this clade also contains Ribes
(Saxifragales) and Polygonum (Caryophillids). These later
groups contain duplications in the CYC2 lineage, despite having
polysymmetric f lowers. At least in the case of Polygonum,
however, these gene duplications are likely due to recent
polyploidy (37).

Fig. 2. Phylogeny of CYC-like genes using Bayesian analysis. Clades with �75% posterior probability are displayed with numbers above the lines. (A) Phylogeny
with all taxa sampled. (B) Schematic showing just the major groups. The placements of previously named genes from Arabidopsis and Antirrhinum are labeled;
and all included copies from these two model organisms are shown in bold. *, Polysymmetric species in CYC2 and CYC3. Species names are given in Table 1. virg.,
virginianum; amph., amphibium; cham., chamissoniana; aem., aemula.
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CYC3 contains a separate ECE-type copy from Antirrhinum
as well as TCP12 from Arabidopsis. Until this study, expression
data had not been obtained for any members of this clade.
Duplications within the CYC3 clade are similar to those within
CYC2. For instance, in Dipsacales, it seems that duplications in
CYC2 and CYC3 occur in the same places in the phylogeny of
Caprifoliaceae, and additional parallel duplications occur within
Morinaceae (27). Our data also indicate a duplication in Scae-
vola (Asterales) in both CYC2 and CYC3. Other groups have not
yet been sampled as thoroughly, so it is unclear whether such
mirrored duplications are common. In addition to rosids and
asterids, the CYC3 clade contains sequences from Polygonum
(Caryophillids). Polygonum does not seem to be duplicated in
this gene clade; however, we may have failed to amplify all copies
in this case.

Importance of Other Copies. A few CYC studies have sequenced
outlier sequences, which did not clearly fit in the CYC2 clade (7,
30, 31). Our analyses clarify the position of these outlier (non-
CYC2) copies within the ECE gene tree (Fig. 2). This phylogeny
should foster more targeted studies of these copies and what role
they may play in flower development.

Our data indicate that the single ECE copy found in monocots,
magnoliids, and ranunculids duplicated into three separate
copies near the divergence of the core eudicots. TB1, the single
copy from Zea, is expressed across the entire floral meristem,
differing from the known CYC2 expression in Antirrhinum. Yet,
as with CYC2, TB1 expression is correlated with suppression in
stamen primordia (38, 39). TB1, however, is most similar to
genes in the CYC1 clade, expression of which we have been
unable to detect in Lonicera f lower buds. The CYC3 clade was
unrecognized until this study, with the expression patterns and
function of CYC3 genes unknown. Our preliminary data from
RT-PCR of DipsCYC3B (CYC3) in Lonicera show that it is also
expressed in flowers and, within the petal primordia, is in both
the four dorsal petals and the lower single ventral petal (Fig. 3).
Differing from the dorsal expression of members of the CYC2
clade, we have seen consistently more amplification of

DipsCYC3B in the ventral petal as compared with the dorsal
petals at this time point in bud development. Given the prelim-
inary expression pattern of DipsCYC3B in Lonicera and the close
sister relationship between CYC3 and CYC2, genes from the
CYC3 clade warrant comparative study for floral patterning and
inclusion in studies of floral symmetry pathways.

Basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factors, such as
the TCP genes, usually function as multimers (40), often binding
with other bHLH proteins. In Oryza, there is evidence that genes
in the CYC�TB1 subfamily form homo- and heterodimers with
each other (41). Owing to dosage effects, duplications of inter-
acting gene partners often are maintained together (40, 42, 43).
These observations may relate to our finding that duplications in
CYC2 in various groups are mirrored by duplications in CYC3.
It is possible that members of CYC2 and CYC3 interact in areas
of coexpression, and members of CYC3 certainly bear close
attention from a functional standpoint.

Comparison with MADS-box Genes. Our analyses show that the
duplications leading to the three major ECE gene clades that we
found previously in Dipsacales (27) took place deep within
angiosperm phylogeny, after the origin of the eudicots but before
the evolution of the core eudicots. It is possible that these major
duplication events played an important role in connection with
the major changes in flower form that mark the core eudicot
clade. Most importantly, perhaps, f lowers of the core eudicots
(excluding Gunnerales) are based on a pentamerous ground
plan, as opposed to the dimerous ground plan that characterizes
the basal eudicots (44, 45). The switch to pentamery entails the
establishment of differentiation of dorsal and ventral portions of
the flower in relation to the axis on which they are borne.

Our findings on CYC evolution provide a remarkable com-
plement to recent studies of MADS-box genes (Fig. 4). It seems
that members from each of the major functional categories of the
ABC model of floral MADS-box genes [APETALA1 (AP1, A
class), APETALA3 (AP3, B class), AGAMOUS (AG, C class), and
SEPALLATA] underwent a duplication in a similar location near
the base of the core eudicots (46–50). Our data from the ECE
clade, a separate major family of transcription factors involved
in floral development, show the same pattern (Fig. 4).

Unfortunately, taxon sampling is currently too limited in all of
these cases to pinpoint whether these duplications really did
occur at the same point in eudicot phylogeny. However, it is
worth considering the possibility that these events were tightly
correlated with one another and with the major changes in floral
organization that occurred during this key period in angiosperm
evolution. It is possible that there was a genome-wide duplica-
tion at this point, which may have provided the opportunity for
functional specialization of the resulting gene copies and there-
fore for major changes in flower morphology. Based on analyses
of gene order (51) and synonymous substitution rate (52), a
genome duplication event has been hypothesized before the
evolution of the clade including rosids and asterids, but after the
split from monocots. Only when we achieve a more complete and
comparable sampling will it be possible to evaluate the extent to
which these gene duplications actually corresponded in time and
fueled a major transition in floral form.

Materials and Methods
Plant Material. Sequences from 30 individuals were used in all
analyses, consisting of 12 taxa from our previous work in
Dipsacales; 11 published taxa from multiple asterid and rosid
clades; and sequences obtained for this study (from extracted
total genomic DNAs) from 7 taxa representing the ranunculids,
Saxifragales, caryophyllids, and Asterales. Multiple copies found
in many of these species resulted in a total of 82 separate
sequences. (Table 1, which is published as supporting informa-

Fig. 3. Image of agarose gel electrophoresis of cDNA from L. morrowii
flowers. CYC1 indicates expression of DipsCYC1, CYC2 indicates expression of
DipsCYC2B, and CYC3 indicates expression of DipsCYC3B. G3pdh is included as
a control. Bird’s-eye view of flower is included showing the differentiation
between the four dorsal petals and the single ventral petal. Dotted circles
indicate the portions of the flower used in each RNA extraction.
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tion on the PNAS web site, provides a list of included taxa and
GenBank accession numbers.)

Primer Design and Amplification from Additional Taxa. All primers
were designed in the TCP domain (forward primer) and the R
domain (reverse primer). Primers were designed from published
and our amplified TCP genes (see ref. 27 for a full list). Multiple
primer pairs were used for each taxon. PCR and cloning were
performed as described (27). Between 10 and 40 (depending on
cloning success) colonies were screened for all potentially dif-
ferent copies or alleles of CYC-like genes. Cloned products of the
appropriate size (200–800 bp) were sequenced.

Phylogenetic Alignment and Analyses. All clones from each DNA
extraction (obtained from multiple primer pairs) were compiled
in SEQUENCHER 4.2 (Gene Codes, Ann Arbor, MI). CYC-like
genes were determined by the presence of the highly conserved
amino acid sequence of the TCP domain. Positive clones were
separated into different ‘‘types’’ based on shared differences
from other clones, and a consensus sequence was generated for
each type. Protein sequences for each potential copy�allele
obtained were aligned by eye in MACCLADE 4 (53) to the other
published taxa. Nucleotide sequence data from the three align-
able regions TCP, ECE, and R were used in subsequent analyses.

Parameters for the Bayesian analyses were estimated by using
MODELTEST 3.06 (54). The Akaike Information Criterion (55)
recommended a general time reversible (GTR) model with
added parameters for invariable sites and a � distribution
(GTR � I � �), for the TCP region alone, the non-TCP region,
and the entire sequence. Bayesian analyses were conducted by
using this model for the entire matrix. We used the Metropolis-
coupled Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMCMC) method as
implemented in MRBAYES 3.0B4 (56) to run four chains (3 heated).
We ran 5 million generations, sampling every 1,000 generations.
The trees were analyzed in TRACER 1.0.1 (http:��evolve.zoo.
ox.ac.uk�software.html?id�tracer) to determine a burn-in of 1
million trees (1,000 sampled trees). A majority rule consensus
was calculated from the remaining trees by using PAUP* 4.0B10
(57) to determine posterior probabilities.

RT-PCR. Total RNA was extracted from middle-stage flower buds
(after petal edges had been defined but before bud opening) and
dissected corolla lobes of L. morrowii Gray [voucher housed in
the Yale University Herbarium (YU)], a species where there is
differentiation between the four dorsal corolla lobes and a single
ventral lobe. Frozen tissue was lysed in a FastPrep Instrument
(QBiogene, Irvine, CA) and extracted by using the Qiagen
(Valencia, CA) RNeasy kit, using the optional DNase step.
cDNA was reverse transcribed with SuperScript III by using the
manufacturer’s instructions with random hexamers (Invitrogen).
Specific primers were used to amplify each of the three copies
as follows: DipsCYC1 [forward (F), 5�-ACCAGAGGC-
CTYAACTCCAACC-3�; reverse (R), 5�-GCGTTAGCAT-
CRAATGCGATTCTCC-3�]; DipsCYC2B (F, 5�-GATGAAAAT-
CAACTGCACTACTGG-3�; R, 5�-AGCATCCCTCTTCTC-
GTTCCCAAC-3�); and DipsCYC3B (F, 5�-TTGAGRGCYAG-
GAGGATGAGATTAC-3�; R, 5�-ACTCCCTCGCCTTTC-
CCAATTCTC-3�). Each copy was amplified separately from
cDNA generated from whole bud, all four dorsal petal lobes, and
the single ventral petal lobe. Additionally, a portion of G3pdh,
which spans 5 exons, was amplified as a positive control. All of the
above reactions included initial stock RNA as a negative control to
rule out DNA contamination. Each band was confirmed to be from
a specific copy through direct sequencing.

We thank the following for gifts of DNA: E. Edwards (University of
California, Santa Barbara; Pereskia DNA), E. Kramer (Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA; Aquilegia DNA), S.-T. Kim (Yale Uni-

Fig. 4. Phylogenies of floral MADS-box genes and the ECE clade, comparing
the phylogenetic location of duplications. Each hypothesized duplication is
indicated by a black dot. Non-rosid or -asterid eudicots are shown in bold.
Trees of APETALA1, APETALA3, AGAMOUS, and SEPALLATA are modified
from refs. 47–50, respectively.
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versity, New Haven, CT; Polygonum DNA), S. Mathews (Arnold
Arboretum of Harvard University, Cambridge, MA; non-eudicots
DNA), and L. Schultheis (Foothill College, Los Altos Hills, CA; Ribes
DNA). We thank A. Litt for sharing RNA expertise; L. Hileman
(University of Kansas, Lawrence) for kindly providing aliquots of
initial primer sequences; P. Soltis and E. Kramer for their gracious
help with earlier versions of this manuscript; and M. Dunn, E.

Edwards, and members of the M.J.D. laboratory for helpful discus-
sions. D.G.H. is grateful for a Forest B. H. and Elizabeth D. W. Brown
Postdoctoral Fellowship from Yale University and for a travel grant
from the Molecular and Organismic Research in Plant History
(MORPH) Research Coordination Network. The work of M.J.D. on
angiosperm phylogeny is supported by a Tree of Life grant from the
National Science Foundation.
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